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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: January 28, 2018
“Identity”

7 attendees

Respect guidelines (available here)
 Summary: We come from diverse experiences; please assume that these experiences are present in our 

group, listen from a place of non-judgment, and refrain from disrespectful behaviour and language.

Introductions
 Names and pronouns were shared; icebreaker question: squirrel or pigeon?

What dose “identity” mean?
 Identity = labels each person chooses to describe themselves and the groups of people they put 

themselves in (i.e., not the same thing as the groups that society puts people in)
 vs. Identity as a sense of self (in a broad sense), as somewhat consistent over time (some continuity, even 

if it's fluid or changing over time)

Does identity need to be “actualised”? (i.e., does it need to be expressed?)
 the way you feel yourself is more important than what people might see or know about you

◦ e.g., being non-binary but not necessarily dressing in a “non-binary” way
▪ what does it mean to present as “non-binary”?
▪ difference between being closeted (or not) vs. fitting a stereotype (or not)
▪ being correctly gendered or read (i.e., might feel “gender euphoria”) vs. being misgendered or 

misread (i.e., might feel “gender dysphoria”)
 identity as being at least partly about how you interface with the world-- embodied experience as you move 

through the world and interface with systems or marginalisation/oppression

Labels can be useful for naming identity, but parts of identity existed before finding the labels to describe them
 e.g., before finding “asexual” many people feel “broken”

◦ does it become an identity before finding a label or after?
 One possibility is always having an identity (or having an aspect of self or experience being part of the 

identity) and then finding a label for that part of self feel comforting, validating, etc.
 difference between personal feelings of something and “identification” with/as something
 labels or motivation to identify as something (i.e., to claim something as an identity) in order to find other 

people who might share similar experiences or relate to some of the same things

Labels and people's ideas of themselves and the label-choices people make might be constantly evolving
 identities and understanding of self changes over time
 (personal) definitions might change over time too as identities and understanding of self evolves

◦ e.g., how someone defines asexuality might evolve from a definition on a list that someone finds when 
they're first learning about asexuality to something more nuanced as they develop their asexual identity
and interact with more asexual people

◦ e.g., experience of identifying as both gay and asexual and how people understand and define what 
“gay” means—it's not in conflict with being asexual, but some people are confused by that and reject 
the possibility of being both gay and asexual because of how they understand/define those two things

Can someone have an identity without having the words to describe it?
 Sometimes yes, sometimes no

◦ a part of someone's experience an aspect of themselves (e.g., not being sexually attracted to anyone 
or not wanting to have sex as part of who I am) VS.

◦ a part of someone's experience that's not conceptualised as an aspect of self (e.g., not being sexually 
attraction to anyone or not wanting to have sex as a way I'm “broken” and not part of who I am) 

Identity label vs. the whole identity
 the term “identity politics” comes from a context referring to the whole identity, which included particular 

groups that shared particular types of experiences-- particularly experiences of oppression (e.g., racism)

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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◦ shifted so that now it's more about particular categories or group membership that are separate(d) from
other categories of group membership or the rest of experience

 identities and identity politics both focus on aspects of the self that are social relevant
◦ e.g., is blood-type a part of your identity? (not likely in a social context where that's not socially 

relevant, but there are other places, like Japan and other Asian countries where there are blood-type 
theories of personality-- kind of like horoscopes or Myers-Briggs types.

 There are so many aspects of self—what part or parts are included in “identity”?
 Sometimes people choose to avoid interacting with or getting close with others based on their horoscopes 

(e.g., people rejecting potential dating partners or friends based on “sign”)
◦ even if the other person doesn't know or care about their Zodiac sign or doesn't feel any affinity with the

sign-related predictions
▪ imposing Zodiac identity even if people don't know or choose them
▪ (at least when it comes to things like blood types, there's the potential for it to be useful or save 

lives-- included in kindergarten yearbook)

Some parts of yourself you don't choose (e.g., sexual orientation, gender identity, race & ethnic background, 
disability, etc.)

 choose how you express things like sexual orientation and gender
◦ choose is and how to be out; choose how to express self online or in social circles
◦ Note: how one person expresses an identity might be different from how others do that

▪ many ways to have and express identities
◦ arguably some choice when it comes to sexual orientation and gender (not in a reparative therapy kind 

of way, but in the sense that people can be actively involved in genuinely experienced identities)
 people might experience a sense of community or belonging with people who have a similar identity, even if

that identity is expressed very differently
◦ may feel different sense of community depending on what kinds of expression (e.g., different ways of 

being non-binary and a non-binary person might feel more of an affiliation with others who are non-
binary in similar ways-- but also community connection across the spectrum of non-binariness)
▪ ace community is extremely diverse and might feel more in common with people who are ace in 

similar ways, but also connection across community

Questioning about being on the asexual spectrum:
 enjoying dancing (e.g., in clubs or dancehall stuff or hip-hop dancing) but not wanting this to be followed by

sexual contact
◦ wondering if that kind of dancing is inherently “too sexual” for someone to like if they're asexual

▪ other aces like various kinds of dance including “sexualised” dance
 aces are diverse in terms of all kinds of expression, and sexualised self-expression

◦ also diverse in terms of interest in sex or having sex (and interest in sex does not 
necessarily have anything to do with comfort with “sexualised” expression)

 People can be asexual and still like all sorts of things society says are “sexual”
◦ e.g., enjoying drawing erotica and not being interested in sex or feeling anything sexual about it

Using definitions from lists to try to get specific with labels to figure out exactly what identity is and feeling it's 
important to be able to say exactly what kind of ace and define things down to the micro-level with all these 
available words

 Seeing glossaries and trying to puzzle out exactly what one's identity is and where it fits
◦ But over time coming to accept that this is not necessary

▪ coming to accept broader descriptions that are personally meaningful and relevant

It's easy to think of ways that someone might not be asexual (i.e., things that can be hauled out to deny that 
someone is asexual, or to make someone doubt whether they can be “really” asexual)

 people scrutinising their past experiences for evidence of something that might “prove” they're not really 
asexual (as part of the process for some people before coming to accept ace identity)
◦ trying to look at past behaviour through a lens that you didn't have at the time even though you didn't 

have that lense at the time (i.e., not something that ultimately makes sense to do—different context)
◦ something that other people might do to you (e.g., you can't be asexual because you date people!) and 

that might inspire doubt
 idea of the “unassailable ace” as the person who gets to be believed about being asexual
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◦ ultimately, nobody is “unassailable” (i.e., nobody's asexuality is free from people trying to challenge it)
▪ conflicting ideas about what a “real asexual” is supposed to be and people can come up with a 

reason to doubt anyone-- though doubters will target some people more than others
▪ similar to the idea of “gold-star gay” (i.e., a gay man or lesbian who has never had hetero-sex or 

“been with”-- romantically and/or sexually-- someone in a “hetero” relationship)
 tongue-in-cheek idea of the “platinum star gay” (i.e., gay man born via c-section so has never 

come in contact with “lady parts” [ciscentric])
◦ “gold-star gay” being more of an internal community “authenticity policing” thing

▪ whereas “unassailable asexual” has a mix of ideas about a “real” asexual from various 
different sources (and different ideas in difference ace communities)

 Ace Toronto being the only ace community many people have encountered
◦ the only local community ace and/or arospec group

▪ there are student ace/aro groups at York U and U of T
▪ there's also the aces/aros of Colour facebook group that has meetups sometimes (with some 

crossover with people also involved in Ace Toronto stuff)
▪ several LGBTQ+ youth groups in Toronto explicitly acknowledge and welcome ace folks (a 

significant shift toward more explicit inclusion over the past few years)

Discussion of it being harder to come to an ace identity than other kinds of sexual orientation identities
 e.g., sometimes people come to other LGBQ+ (or T+) identities first and then later come to ace identity

◦ e.g., being out as gay since 16, and then more than 10 years later coming also to an ace identity
◦ other people describe coming out as bi first, then ace later
◦ a lot less information about asexuality than about other sexual orientations and people often learn 

about it later
 asexual community seems like a much smaller community than communities of other sexual orientations

◦ but asexuality may be more prevalent than people think or assume (especially in a hypersexualised 
society that makes “being asexual” seem “abnormal”)

 not learning until after high school and/or in university to discover the idea that sexual and romantic 
attraction are not the same thing

 the issue that it can be easier to recognise feelings that you do have than feelings that you don't have 
(e.g., can be easier to recognise feelings of same-gender attraction or other-gender attraction than to 
recognise that someone doesn't experience sexual attraction-- especially for people who do experience 
romantic attraction and might not realise that romantic attraction doesn't have to be sexual)

 issue of actualisation
◦ there isn't much that needs to be done to actualise romantic or aesthetic attraction because we have 

the idea of “unrequited romantic love/attraction” but we don't really have the same cultural idea of 
“unrequited sexual attraction” (i.e., different cultural stories)
▪ sexual contact requires consent! (i.e., the “actualisation” of sexual attraction)
▪ but drawing someone doesn't necessarily involve the other person and therefore wouldn't require 

their consent (ie., the “actualisation” of aesthetic attraction doesn't

The issue of aesthetic attraction being involved in celebrity culture (or the idolisation of celebrities)
 “aesthetic attraction” as “giving the same feelings as art” or “they are art”

◦ aesthetic attraction often conflated with sexual attraction-- the two can be separate or go together
Conflating all types of attraction

 the vocabulary for different types of attractions or experiences can be useful
◦ (but also it's not necessarily important to be able to name things in hyper-specific terms unless there's 

a reason why this feels important or relevant to be able to do that-- it's not a requirement!)

Minimal media representation of aces and the representation that exists is problematic and very limited (e.g., very 
focused on white-cis-men)

 Sheldon in “Big Bag Theory” (never explicitly named as asexual but clearly presented as aroace in a 
romantic and eventually sexual relationship. As the archetype of the white-autistic-aromantic-asexual-”man-
child”-genius who is also pretty racist and sexist)

 Jughead in the comic (not on Riverdale)-- cannonically asexual (and aromantic), only recently named
 Toby from BoJack Horseman (main character, kind of a joke as a character but the asexual storyline treated

seriously and showed an ace meetup-- conferred with a local ace group in California to get input)
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 terrible House, MD episode a while back (“asexual couple” where one turns out to have a curable tumour 
causing his lack of interest in sex, and the other to have simply been lying so she could be with him)

 a canonically ace character in another show [Capa / Castle swi...?]
 canonically ace character in Shadowhunters 
 Dragon Age Inquisition has a cannonically celibate character (it's awkward representation for ace stuff, but 

there's no supportive option)
 Dragon Age 2 (video game)

It's harder to see aceness or aroness if it's not named
• people think of characters based on who they are dating

◦ there's no “big reveal” when someone isn't dating anyone (vs. there can be a “big reveal” when 
someone starts dating someone of the same gender)

◦ unless someone goes out of the way to name the aceness or aroness, it might not come up (especially 
because characters can be ace or arospec in any given dating configuration, and especially because 
characters can be not dating anyone and not having sex with anyone without being ace or arospec)
▪ similar in many ways to bi characters who might be perceived to be either straight or gay 

depending on who they're dating... unless someone goes out of the way to specify the bi-ness
▪ it's possible to reveal bi-ness based on dating history

◦ how do you put asexuality in without saying it?
▪ Issues of erasing aromanticism for aces (i.e., showing aceness in the context of dating 

relationships only... so aroaces can't be shown that way)

There isn't much canonical representation for ace or arospec characters, and the little representation there is... is 
not good representation

• there's usually something weird about LGBTQ+ representation generally
◦ e.g., the non-binary character on Attack on Titan is obsessed with the monsters

• it's very rare to have “normal” representation of any kind

Head-canons (people's personal interpretations of fictional characters)
• issues re: for what reason do characters get read or interpreted as asexual? (why are characters 

asexualised?)
◦ e.g., East Asian male characters (who are already so rare on screen) being cast as non-sexual nerd or 

the funny character (both tropes can easily be read as asexual... because of the particular ways that 
they are portrayed as not fully human people)
▪ conflict with wanting asexual characters but also wanting to push for more sexy representation of 

characters who are East Asia men
▪ similar issue with wanting more representation of women characters not having to have a love 

interest and not having to be defined by others' desires, but also want more representation of Black
women being able to have a love interest and being portrayed as legitimately desirable

• for characters who aren't given any meaningful relationships at all
◦ issues with which characters are “accepted” in fandoms (i.e., which characters are “allowed” to be 

headcanoned as asexual or aromantic vs. which ones aren't-- especially when this follows the lines of 
the characters people are willing to accept as asexual or aromantic are the ones that aren't given full 
stories with meaningful relationships... which follow lines of who is marginalised for race, disability, etc.)

• conflict within communities
◦ mostly LGBTQ+ characters are white

▪ but there's also the Dead Lesbian trope, especially when it comes to women of Colour, and the “kill 
your gays” trope)

◦ wanting representation to avoid the tropes
▪ Even Star Trek Discovery seems to be going in that direction (with a  gay couple-- so much tragedy

to prevent the almost happy ending)

In Shadow Hunters: the steadiest couple is a queer couple where one is an Asian man, includes bi representation
• that relationship is still fraught with drama, but less so than the other relationships

The issue of choice in identity:
• some things are clearly involuntary (e.g., race, disability, etc.)
• a little more complicated with sexual orientation
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People can chose how sexual orientation or attractions apply or what they mean, or choose how they will act on 
them 

◦ there are a lot of different ways of framing and interpreting experience 
◦ it's not just as simple as “choice vs. sin” – we have a powerful discursive framing of “inborn=okay vs. 

choice=not okay”... and that framing is a problem 
▪ sexual orientation should be okay regardless of whether it's a choice AND some people do 

experience their sexual orientation as a choice
◦ medical terminology of MSM (men who have sex with men) to designate groups of people which 

includes people who don't identify as either gay or bi
▪ removing identity labels and describing people by specific behaviours (which might be medically 

relevant)

Other kinds of cultural or ethnic identity being a choice or partly a choice
• e.g., the idea that someone is Jewish if their mother is Jewish (but also the Reform tradition saying children

of mixed-families can chose and being Jewish is about earnestly declaring self to be Jewish and actively 
doing Jewish things, etc.)
◦ someone can choose how being Jewish matters in their life

▪ but there are also some times when the choice is taken away (e.g., anti-Semitic violence)

Deciding how being ace or arospec matters in your life or how you choose (or not) to act on that
• framing conversations as “I am ???” vs. “I am looking for ???”
• issue of ace or arospec identity doesn't necessarily matter as much in the context of interacting with other 

people as what it means for those interactions and what people want from their relationships or what kinds 
of relationships they want (which might be determined by the identity or not)
◦ people with a similar identity might want different things and people who want the same things might 

have different identities

Many reasons to decide to go on a date
• how do you even define “date”?

Two people can have the same identity label and want or do very different things

Invisible vs. visible aspects of self
• choice to disclose things vs. not to disclose things
• spectrum of visibility (things can be only sometimes visible or be only somewhat visible all the time)
• issue of online interaction, particularly issue of race online

◦ ways that race might or might not be visible or to what degree it needs to be disclosed explicitly to be 
visible or how it's visible when it is

What does an asexual person “look like”?
• People being told they don't “look asexual” because they are conventionally attractive

Context makes certain aspects of identity matter; things can matter more or differently in different contexts
• e.g., how does being asexual matter when walking into a library vs. walking into a club vs. when doing 

asexual activism?

Various ways that people might encounter asexuality and come to ace identities

• Some people not knowing that asexuality is a thing until they saw us at Pride, then questioning themselves 
and realising that's them! (even if it takes a while)

• having a friend who's asexual and open about that... and not really thinking much about it until being in a 
situation of thinking about what that really means (e.g., confronting misconceptions that asexuals can't date
or must have never had sex, etc.), then exploring and still maybe taking a while to figure it out or identify as 
ace

◦ trying to figure out hyper-specific identity or where one fits with all the possible words, then eventually 
deciding it's okay not to know or for that to not matter it's okay to not have or use mirco-lablels

• coming to a non-binary identity after coming to an ace identity and framework of ace stuff helping to 
understand (nonbinary) gender stuff
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People questioning of “what exactly is your (ace / arospec) identity?” or “where exactly do you fit?

• Wondering how much is just a reaction against uncomfortable and/or coercive sexual situations and how 
much is about personal identity?

• In reaction to sex always feeling coercive in the absence of strong emotional bonds

◦ demisexuality: not having any sexual attraction until (it might possibly develop in) a relationship where 
there's an established emotional intimacy of some kind

◦ finding it helpful to hear sexual people describe sexual attraction... (to figure out that it's a different 
experience!)

• people spending a very long time trying to dissect past experiences of attraction into different types

◦ was that particular attraction “sexual” or something else? (trying really hard to answer the question of 
have I ever experienced “sexual” attraction?)

◦ trying to disprove (or prove) own tentative identity of asexuality... eventually figuring out it isn't 
necessarily important

Society hypersexualised stuff that isn't necessarily sexual

• e.g., dancing doesn't have to be sexual

• human bodies and how we approach them-- social meaning of bodies is learned

• beauty standards being socially constructed

• what is “sexy”?

◦ Lots of social meaning imposed on things might seem like “feeling sexual things” even if it's not sexual 
for someone personally (e.g., enjoying club dancing or hugging, etc., might seem like enjoying sexual 
things, even if those things aren't “sexual” to someone

• sexual vs. aesthetic attraction

◦ easy to feel aesthetic attraction and think that it must be “sexual” (even if it's not)

◦ social equivalence of “sexy = good” so reading sexual stuff into wanting to be good

Physical contact can have a lot of different meanings

• the same act can be sexual or not, or have different degrees of different types of meanings

• e.g., cuddling as non-sexual (but it might have sexual meaning or feel sexual to other people)

◦ e.g., cuddling can be a precursor to sexual activity for some people (but very much not be about that 
for other people, or in other situations)

• gendered assumptions

◦ e.g., same-gender sleepovers (being allowed for young people even if mixed-gender sleepovers would
not be allowed-- because of assumptions about meaning)

◦ assumptions placed on roommates (especially depending on gender-- being read a couple or not... 
and sexual orientations also matter when it comes to those assumptions)

Societal expectations & compulsory sexuality

• some people come to ace identities via experiences of sexual coercion and reacting to that (and maybe not
wanting to have anything to do with sexual contact)

• it's not possible to know how you would feel if you hadn't have had those experiences-- can't know if you 
would still be asexual if you hadn't have had those experiences... but it doesn't really matter 

◦ you feel how you feel

◦ even if you were not “born that way”

• people questioning their identities because their experience doesn't match the “born that way” narrative

After a break-up, others/friends trying to coerce people to engage in “hook-up culture”

Some people people a lot of emphasis on having sex, while others don't

• and different people respond differently to different situations and want different things
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Some people come to ace or other identities later in life

• sometimes via physical illness or disability or mental illness or experiences with violence or trauma

◦ and it's still okay!

The dangerous social ideology that if someone can be made non-asexual then they should be made non-asexual... 
that it's better to be non-asexual than to be asexual...

• the idea that people are somehow “missing out” if they're asexual (especially if there's any possibility of any
chance that maybe they don't have to be...)

◦ part of the harmful “ “born this way=okay” vs. “choice=not-okay” ” discourse 

heteronormativity often leaves people feeling insecure (especially if they aren't heterosexual!)

Thinking about being “born this way” vs. being something because of socialisation...

• it's not clear-cut, especially when it comes to asexuality

• there's a lot of cultural baggage around sex (including shame)

Other people not understanding and saying painful things...

• “You're so luck that you're asexual! Your life must be so much easier!”

• frustration of people not understanding it

◦ “How do you asexually reproduce?”

◦ “Did you see a doctor?”

◦ “Wait until you meet the right person!” etc.

• people trying to “fix” you

• wanting to educate people but finding it frustrating to face reactions of rejection from other people

◦ might approach this by sending someone a link to info they can read over, then having a conversation 
after they've read it

• people might have so many questions for you to answer when their ultimate goal is for them to convince 
you that you're not really asexual...

◦ so many questions trying to trick you into saying something that will somehow “prove” you're not really 
who or what you say you are (e.g., that you're not really asexual, etc.)... usually based on 
misconceptions about asexuality or whatever

▪ trying to get you to say something that somehow “proves” they're right and you're wrong about you

The issue of negative reactions and simple ignorance (might be hurtful either way)

• some people coming from a place of hatred

◦ not willing to listen or be educated or educate themselves (willfully staying ignorant or going out of their 
way to be hateful)

• But also... friends might be reacting negatively at first out of ignorance, and once you educate them about 
this stuff, then they can accept you (hopefully)

Being non-binary is very difficult for many people to understand because they need to have more than the 2 boxes 
a lot of people are working with

• but once people have more than 2 boxes (and can go beyond the boxes), then it's simple

Being asexual is a bit like that... if they can't imagine it, they cannot compute!

Comparison to help straight people understand...

• ways they feel about people of same gender (i.e., they can understand what it is to be not sexually 
attracted to someone, or to a group of people generally)

◦ but also... we're not “just missing something”! (we're not lacking an aspect of humanity that other 
people have-- we're just built differently)
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Other things people say to deny someone's asexualilty...

• “But you're so outgoing!” (even when someone isn't an extrovert)

◦ meaning that you lean forward in conversation (and somehow that's supposed to mean that you're not 
asexual?)

• “But you're so pretty!” (especially to someone who's lesbian and/or ace)

◦ coming from a place of entitlement to sexually access someone (typically a gendered thing)

Putting restrictions on self, or self-policing of identity

Check-Out-- things that stuck out from the conversation?

• Identity vs. words used to talk about identity

◦ understanding things as part of the self

• first time being around other aces

◦ first time talking to others about this stuff in person

• sexual vs. aesthetic attraction distinction 

• fears and social coercion pushing people to be certain ways

◦ not having to be “born into it” to be valid

◦ different factors contributing to how people feel

▪ not necessarily “born this way”


